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Abstract� In a heterogeneous database system which consists of ob�
ject databases� a global schema created by integrating schemas of the
component databases can provide a uniform interface and high level lo�
cation transparency for the users to retrieve data� The main problem
for constructing a global schema is to resolve con�icts among compo�
nent schemas� In this paper� we de�ne corresponding assertions for the
database administrators to specify the semantic correspondences among
component object schemas� Based on these assertions� integration rules

are designed� which use a set of primitive integration operators to restruc�
ture the component schemas for resolving the con�icts and do the inte�
gration� The principle of our integration strategy is to keep the data of
component databases retrievable from the global schema without losing
information� Moreover� more informative query answers may be derived
from the heterogeneous databases due to schema integration� Finally�
the mapping strategy between global schema and component schemas is
provided�

� Introduction

To provide a uniform interface and high level location transparency for the users to
retrieve data in a heterogeneous database system� a global schema is usually created
by integrating schemas of the component databases� A variety of approaches to schema
integration have been proposed ��	� �
	� ��	� ��	� ���	� ���	� ��	� ���	� Batini et al� dis�
cussed twelve methodologies for database or view integration ��	� Czejdo� et al� used
a language with graphical user interface to perform schema integration in federated
database systems ��	� Schema and domain incompatibilities were considered in ��	� ��	
and ���	� The issues on implementing schema integration tools were reported in ���	�
��
	 and ���	� In ��
	� a knowledge based system was developed to support the view
integration� On the other hand� an interactive tool to get the information required for
the integration from a database administrator �DBA� and to integrate schemas accord�
ing to the provided semantics was presented in ���	� In ���	� for automating much of
the integration process� the idea is to embed corresponding tools within the view inte�
gration process� As a similar approach to ���	� the assertion�based approach was used
in ���	 and �
�	� In �
�	� this approach developed integration rules for a variety of data
models� A generic description of schema correspondences among di�erent data models
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was provided� Other approaches de�ned a set of operators to build a virtual integra�
tion of multiple databases or to customize virtual classes ���	� �
�	� �
	� Yet another
approach asserted that the di�erent constructs of component schemas be standardized
before the integration� Several transformation rules were then proposed for the view
integration process ���	�

In this paper� we present a schema integration mechanism to achieve a global object
schema for existing object databases� The main problem is to resolve di�erent con�icts
among component object schemas� such as attribute con�icts� class hierarchy con�icts�
etc� We �rst de�ne corresponding assertions for the DBA to specify the semantic corre�
spondences among component schemas� Based on these assertions� integration rules are
designed� which use a set of primitive integration operators to do the integration� The
integration operators are used to restructure or integrate the component schemas� and
the rules specify what integration operators should be applied in what order in di�erent
situations� The principle of our integration strategy is to keep the data of component
databases retrievable from the global schema without losing information� Besides� we
may derive more informative query answers from the heterogeneous databases due to
schema integration� In the process of schema integration� we use mapping tables to
store the mapping information between the restructured or integrated virtual schemas
and the component schemas� Finally� when the schema integration process is �nished�
the mappings between the global schema and the component schemas are recorded in
a data dictionary and directory �DD�D�� The mapping information will be used for
the decomposition of the queries against the global schema�

Our approach is similar to the assertion�based approach in �
�	� However� we con�
sider only object schemas� there is no need to transform the component schemas to
ones in certain generic data model� Besides� we consider the construction of class hi�
erarchies in the integrated schema� which was not discussed in �
�	� In the process
of schema integration� we use integration operators to restructure and integrate the
component schemas� Di�erent from the operators provided in ���	 and �
	� our class
restructuring operators can be used to restructure the attributes and class hierarchies
of a class� Thus� the con�icts in component schemas can be resolved before the inte�
gration� The class integration operators can be used to integrate the information in
two classes or a set of attributes and a class� In addition� inheritance models of objects
in the class hierarchy are considered in our discussion� Furthermore� our integration
operators contrast with the integration and transformation primitives in ���	� In the
de�nition of the integration and transformation primitives� only the conditions and the
result when they are applied are speci�ed� No explicit primitive operators are provided
for the process of schema integration�

The paper is organized as follows� The next section clari�es some basic concepts
used throughout this paper� Then Section � introduces the corresponding assertions
between component schemas� Section  de�nes the primitive integration operators for
integrating component schemas� Integration rules are discussed in Section �� Finally�
Section � concludes this paper with a discussion on the future work�

� Basic Concepts

Inheritance model In a class hierarchy� classes are linked according to the class hi�
erarchy �IS�A� relationship among them� There are two kinds of object inheritance
models in a class hierarchy� One model describes that the objects in the subclasses
are also in their superclass� Thus� when a query accesses a class� all objects in the



class hierarchy rooted at the class will be accessed� The other model de�nes that
the objects in a class are those objects which do not belong in its subclasses� When
a query accesses a class� only the objects in the class are accessed unless some spe�
cial notation on the class in the query is speci�ed� in which case� all classes in the
class hierarchy rooted at the class will be accessed� In this paper� we will adopt
the latter inheritance model�

Concept of virtual global schema As the concept in ���	� the global object schema
is virtual� That is� no actual data are stored for this schema� A mapping is available
from this global schema to the schemas in component databases� Thus� the classes
in the global schema are called virtual classes� Besides� the objects associated with
the virtual classes are called virtual objects�

Concept of object polymorphism In a heterogeneous database system� a real�wor�
ld entity may exist in di�erent databases as di�erent objects� In the process of
schema integration� we integrate the objects representing the same entity among
component databases into a single virtual object in the global schema� We have
discussed a strategy in �	 to �nd such objects� named polymorphic objects� in
heterogeneous databases� In this paper� we assume that the objects in di�erent
component databases denoting the same entity have been determined� Thus� the
statement describing set�operations � set�union� set�intersection� and set�di�erence

� among two sets of objects are actually the set�operations among the sets of the
corresponding real�world entities�

� Corresponding Assertions

In order to provide the information for schema integration� the DBAs have to specify
the corresponding assertions between schemas in di�erent component databases� In ad�
dition to specifying the corresponding assertions� the DBAs have to specify the division
characteristics for the classes which have subclasses� The division characteristics of a
class are properties which can denote the di�erences among the subclasses of the class�
The information is useful in the processing of schema integration� For example� class
Person has subclasses Man and Woman� Then� sex is the division characteristic of
Person�

There are four kinds of corresponding assertions� The �rst kind describes the cor�
respondence of classes� The second one describes the correspondence of attributes� The
third kind characterizes the semantic relationships of classes and attributes� Finally� the
last kind of assertions formulates the semantic equivalence of composition hierarchies�
Details of each assertion are described as follows�

��� Corresponding assertions among classes

The correspondence among classes is based on semantic domains of the classes� The
semantic domain of a class is the set of real world entities that the class can represent�
According to the relationship among the semantic domains of the classes� the corre�
sponding assertions among classes are speci�ed� The classes which have corresponding
assertions with other classes will be integrated in the process of schema integration
because of their related semantics�

� Class�Equivalent

Classes X� and X� are class�equivalent means that classes X� and X� are se�
mantically equivalent� In other words� the semantic domains of X� and X� are



the same� There are two kinds of class�equivalent� implicit class�equivalent and ex�

plicit class�equivalent� If the identities of the databases where X� and X� come
from need to be kept for the virtual objects in the integrated virtual class� the two
classes are explicit class�equivalent� Otherwise� they are implicit class�equivalent�
For example� assume database� and database
 store information for di�er�ent
schools� Class Student of database� and class Student of database
 are explicit
class�equivalentbecause after the integration� the school information for the virtual
objects in the integrated class may be needed to identify which school a student
comes from�

� Class�Correspondent

Classes X� and X� are class�correspondent if classes X� and X� are semantically
related but not equivalent� Based on the relationship between semantic domains of
two classes� three kinds of class correspondences are identi�ed� class containment�
class overlap and class disjointness�
For example� class Woman in database� and class Person in database
 have
class containment� correspondence� The reason is that� according to the semantic
domains of the classes� Woman is contained in Person� The objects which can
be represented in class Student and class Teacher may be overlapping� Thus�
they have class overlap�correspondence� Finally� for the classes Woman and Man
in di�erent databases� they have class disjointness�correspondence�

When specifying the corresponding assertions among classes� class�equivalent as�
sertions are speci�ed �rst� Then class�correspondence assertions are considered�

��� Corresponding assertions among attributes

Only when classes are speci�ed as class�equivalent or class�correspondent can the DBA
specify the corresponding assertions among attributes in these classes� This is because
the class to which an attribute belong will a�ect the actual meaning of the attribute�
According to the corresponding assertions among attributes� the con�icts of attributes
can be identi�ed�

� Attribute�Equivalent

Two primitive attributes A� and A� are attribute�equivalent if they are semanti�
cally equivalent� For example� attribute Student� name in database� and attribute
Student� s�name in database
 are attribute�equivalent�They both denote the name
of students�

� Attribute Set�Equivalent

Attribute sets S� � f a�� a�� ���� an g and S� � f a�

�� a
�

�� ���� a
�

m g are attribute set�
equivalent if they are semantically equivalent� For example� attribute set f city�

street� no g of class Person in database� and attribute set f address g of Person in
database
 are attribute set�equivalent� They denote the same meaning for address�

��� Corresponding assertions among classes and attributes

In the object data model� it is �exible to use classes or attributes to represent the same
kind of information� Thus� the DBA has to specify the corresponding assertions among
classes and attributes�

� Attribute Set � Class�Equivalent

Attribute set S � f a�� a�� ���� an g and class X are attribute set � class�equivalent



if attribute set S and class X are semantically equivalent� For example� attribute
set f blood�type g of class Person in database� and class Blood in database
 are
attribute set � class�equivalent� Both of them denote the information about blood�

� Attribute � Class Set�Equivalent

If attribute A is semantically equivalent to a division characteristic of class C�
then A and the associated subclasses of C are attribute � class set equivalent� By
this information� A can be used to derive a set of subclasses for its associated class�
Each subclass will be class�equivalent to a subclass of C� For example� attribute
Person�sex in database� and the subclasses f Man� Woman g of class Person
in database
 are attribute � class set�equivalent� This is because the division char�

acteristic of class Person in database
 for the subclasses is sex�

��� Corresponding assertions among composition hierarchies

In addition to the corresponding assertions among classes and attributes� the semantics
in the composition hierarchies should be also considered�

� Composition Hierarchy�Equivalent

Let P� be a path from class C� to class C� in the composition hierarchy of
database�� and P� be a path from class C� to class C� in the composition
hierarchy of database
� Paths P� and P� are composition hierarchy�equivalent

if both C� and C�� and C� and C� are class�equivalent� Besides� paths P� and
P� are semantically equivalent� For example� both Person�car in database� and
Car�owner in database
 denote the ownership of a car� Thus� the two paths are
composition hierarchy�equivalent�

� Primitive Integration Operators

We de�ne a set of operators for integrating object schemas� These operators can be
categorized into class restructuring and class integration operators� Class restructuring
operators are used to restructure the classes in component schemas to resolve their
con�icts� After the restructuring process� class integration operators are then used to
integrate classes� The class hierarchies and class composition hierarchies among classes
in di�erent component schemas will also be built by the class integration operators�

��� Class restructuring operators

Class restructuring operators may change the structure of attributes in a class and
the structure of a class hierarchy� We provide seven class restructuring operators as
follows� Note that the �rst �ve class restructuring operators are used to restructure the
attributes of a class� Also� all subclasses rooted at the class inherit the restructured
attributes�

�� Re�ne
The Re�ne operator adds an attribute to a class� Besides� the added attribute is as�
signed a constant value for saving certain semantic information� It has the following
syntax� Refine�source�class�new�attribute� constant�value�� with constant�value

being the value of the newly de�ned attribute new�attribute to the source�class�
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� Hide
The Hide operator removes an existing attribute from a class� It has the follow�
ing syntax� Hide�source�class�hidden�attribute�� with hidden�attribute being an
existing attribute in the source�class�

�� Rename
The Rename operator renames a class name or attribute name by a new name� It
has the following syntax� Rename �source�class � �source�attribute�� new�class
��attribute�name��� with new�class�attribute��namebeing the new name for source�
class or source�attribute in source�class�

� Aggregate
The Aggregate operator aggregates a set of primitive attributes of a class into a
complex attribute� It has the following syntax� Aggregate�source�class� �attribute�
list	� new�complex�attribute�new�domain�class�� with the attribute�list in source�

class being aggregated into the new�complex�attribute� Besides� a new virtual class
new�domain�class is created to be the domain class of the new�complex�attribute�
The attributes of new�domain�class are exactly the aggregated set of primitive
attributes� The virtual objects in new�domain�class are the projection of source�
class and the subclasses rooted at source�class on the set of attributes in attribute�

list�

For example� as Figure � shows� attribute set f city� street� no g of class Per�
son is Aggregated to a complex attribute address� Besides� a new virtual class
Address is created as the domain class of address� The operation is denoted as�
Aggregate�Person� �city� street� no	� address� Address��
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�� Invert
The Invert operator de�nes a new complex attribute which is the inverse of a
complex attribute in another class� It has the following syntax� Invert�source�
class� inverted�attribute� new�complex�attribute�� with new�complex�attribute be�
ing the inverse for the inverted�attribute� Note that the source�class is the domain
class of the inverted attribute� After the operation� the domain class of the new�
complex�attribute is the class in which the inverted�attribute belongs�

For example� as Figure 
 shows� Person is the domain class of Car�owner� The
Invert on theCar�owner will create a new complex attribute Person�car in Person
with class Car as its domain class� The operation is denoted as� Invert�Person�
Car�owner� car��

�� Build
The Build operator creates a new virtual class containing virtual objects satisfying
a predicate clause from a given class� It has the following syntax� Build�source�
class� new�class� �predicateclause	�� with the predicate clause being a simple pred�
icate clause on an attribute in source�class� The attributes of the new�class are the
same as the attributes of the source�class� In addition� the source�class becomes a
virtual class� too� It contains the virtual objects which are the set�di�erence of the
objects in the original source�class and the new�class� In the class hierarchy� it is
the superclass of the new�class in the global schema�

For example� the schemas before and after the operation Build �Person�Woman�
�sex�female	� are shown in Figure ��
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�� Demolish
The Demolish operator demolishes the subclasses of some class to a set of attributes
in the new virtual class� It has the following syntax� Demolish�source�class�� The
attributes of the new class are the set�union of the attributes in the source�class
and its subclasses� Besides� an attribute which denotes the division characteristic
of the class is added� This attribute will be set a constant value for the objects in
each subclass� The virtual objects of the new class are also the set�union of the
objects in the source�class and its subclasses� Note that the Demolish operator is
recursive� That is� the subclasses will be Demolished if they also have subclasses�
For example� the schemas before and after the operation Demolish�Person� are
shown in Figure �

��� Class integration operators

Class integration operators are used to integrate classes from di�erent component
databases� Some operators are used to build the classes of global schema by integrating
two classes� The other operators can be used to build more complete class hierarchies
and class composition hierarchies in the global schema� Five class integration operators
are introduced in the following�

�� OUnion
The OUnion operator is the set�union of objects in two equivalent classes� It has
the following syntax� OUnion�source�class�� source�class��new�class�� with new�
class being created to be the result� Only new�class will appear in the global
schema� The attributes of the new virtual class are the set�union of the attributes
of the two operands� The virtual objects of the new�class are the set�union of
the objects in source�class� and source�class�� Note that we do not consider the
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situations of value con�icts as in �
�	 and �

	� If there are some objects in the
source�class� and source�class� denoting the same real world entities� the values of
the attributes in both classes will be integrated for the virtual objects in the new
class� However� for other virtual objects� null values will be �lled in those origi�
nally absent attributes� OUnion is similar to the outerjoin operation in relational
database systems ��	�
For example� as shown in Figure �� we integrate class Student� of database�
and class Student� of database
 using OUnion� Class Student is the result of
OUnion� The operation is denoted as� OUnion

�Student�� Student�� Student��

� Generalize

The Generalize operator creates a common superclass of two classes� It has the
following syntax� Generalize�source�class�� source�class�� common�superclass��
with the common�superclass being the common superclass� The attributes of the
new virtual class � common�superclass are the set�intersection of the attributes in
the operand classes� Besides� the set of virtual objects in the common�superclass

is empty� The two operand classes will become two virtual subclasses under the
common�superclass�
We show theGeneralize of class Student of database� and class EMP of database

in Figure �� A new class Person will be created� The operation is denoted as�
Generalize�Student� EMP� Person��

�� Specialize
The Specialize operator creates the common subclass of two classes� It has the fol�
lowing syntax � Specialize�source�class�� source�class�� common�subclass�� with
the common�subclass being the common subclass� The attributes of the new vir�
tual class � common�subclass are the set�union of the attributes in the two operand
classes� Moreover� the common�subclass contains the virtual objects which are the
set�intersection of the objects in the two operands� Then there will be two vir�
tual classes produced as the superclasses of the common�subclass in the global
schema� The attributes in the two virtual superclasses correspond to the attributes
of source�class� and source�class�� respectively� However� the superclasses each con�
tains the set�di�erence of the objects in a source class and the common�subclass�
As Figure � shows� class Assistant is the Specialize of classes Student and
Teacher� The operation is denoted as� Specialize�Student�Teacher� Assistant��
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� Inherit
The Inherit operator builds the class hierarchy relationship of two classes� It has
the following syntax� Inherit�source�subclass� source�superclass�� with source�

superclass being built as the superclass of source�subclass� Two virtual classes are
produced in the global schema� One class corresponds to the source�superclass

and is denoted as virtual�superclass� The attributes in the virtual�superclass are
the same as those in source�superclass� The other class corresponds to the source�
subclass and is denoted as virtual�subclass� The attributes in virtual�subclass are the
same as the source�subclass� Besides� it will inherit the attributes of the source�

superclass� In virtual�subclass� the virtual objects are the same as those in the
source�subclass� However� if there are objects in the source�superclass� which rep�
resent the same real world entities as some objects in the source�subclass� these
objects have to be virtually integrated in virtual�subclass� For the other virtual ob�
jects in virtual�subclass� the inherited attributes will be �lled with null values� On
the other hand� the virtual objects in virtual�superclass will be the set�di�erence
of the original source�superclass and source�subclass�
An example which shows the Inherit of class EMP with class Person appears in
Figure �� The operation is denoted as� Inherit�EMP� Person��

�� Upgrade
The Upgrade operator upgrades a set of attributes in a class to a complex attribute�
The domain class has to be an existing class in another component database�
It has the following syntax� Upgrade�source�class� �attribute�list	� new�complex�
attribute� domain�class�� with the attribute�list in source�class being upgraded to
the new�complex�attribute� Besides� the domain class of the new�complex�attribute
is an existing class � domain�class� After the Upgrade process� the source�class is



modi�ed to a virtual class with the same attributes except the attribute�list being
replaced by new�complex�attribute� The virtual objects in the new class are the
same as the source�class� which can get more information from the domain�class�
Note that all subclasses rooted at source�class will inherit the e�ect of Upgrade�
Figure � shows that attribute blood�type in class Person is Upgraded to a complex
attribute with class Blood as its domain class� Additional information for a person
about blood can be obtained from the new domain class� The operation is denoted
as� Upgrade�Person� �blood�type	� blood� Blood��

� Integration Rules

Integration rules are the major part that guides the integrator to do the actual schema
integration� According to the speci�ed corresponding assertions� there are three kinds of
situations where the classes have to be integrated or certain relationships built between
them� First� the classes which are class�equivalent have to be integrated into a single
class� Next� when the classes are class�correspondent� some structures of class hierar�
chies have to be built� Finally� if a set of attributes and a class have the attribute set �
class�equivalent� the set of attributes will be changed to a complex attribute and linked
to the semantically equivalent class� In the following� details of the three situations will
be discussed� followed by an overall application of the integration rules to an example�

��� Integration rules for class�equivalent classes

When classes X� and X� are class�equivalent� they can be integrated into a single
virtual class� In the integration process� the �rst four steps resolve some possible con�
�icts among these two classes� and the last step builds the integrated virtual class�
These �ve steps are repeated for all class�equivalent assertions between the component
schemas� The integration rules are applied to classes in the top�down order of the class
hierarchies�

Step � is used to resolve the con�icts of class hierarchies among classes X� and X��

�step �� Consider when X� or X� has subclasses�

�step ���� If there exists one�to�one class�equivalent correspondence between direct
subclasses of X� and X�� we do nothing at step �� Else� there are class hierarchy con�
�icts between X� and X� and we continue to step ���� We call those subclasses which
do not have corresponding class�equivalent classes in the other schema unmatched sub�
classes�

�step ���� If there exist direct subclasses for both X� and X� and the division char�

acteristics of the two classes are not semantically equivalent� the DBA selects one class
to perform Demolish operator�

�step ���� Consider if the attribute � class set�equivalent assertion exists between an at�
tribute in a class and the direct subclasses of the other class� If the attribute � class set�
equivalent assertion exists� we use Build operator on the class which contains the at�
tribute� The attribute is used as the predicate attribute�

Step � is used to resolve the con�icts of attribute structures among classes X� and
X��

�step �� Consider when there are attribute set�equivalent assertions between X� and



X��

�step ���� If each attribute set contains a single complex attribute� we do nothing in
step �� Else� step ��� continues�

�step ���� If the assertion is between a complex attribute and a set of primitive at�
tributes� the set of primitive attributes are Aggregated� The aggregated new class and
the domain class of the complex attribute are speci�ed to be class�equivalent� Other�
wise� both sets of primitive attributes are Aggregated� and the aggregated new classes
are speci�ed to be class�equivalent�

Step � is used to resolve the con�icts of composition hierarchies between classes X�
and X��

�step�� Consider when there are composition hierarchy�equivalent assertions between
the composition hierarchies of X� and X�� In this situation� the complex attributes
which form the equivalent composition hierarchies should be Inverted�

�step �� Consider when X� and X� are explicit class�equivalent� In this situation�
both X� and X� have to be Re�ned� The values of the new attributes specify which
database an object comes from after the integration� Thus� both attributes are assigned
a constant value�

�step 	� Processes the integration of X� and X�� We use OUnion operator to inte�
grate these two classes� The virtual objects in the integrated class may contain more
information if they denote the same real�world entities�

��� Integration rules for class�correspondent classes

When classes X� and X� are class�correspondent� we have to build a class hierarchy for
these two classes� Some con�icts in the structures of the attributes have to be resolved
too�

Step � is used to resolve the con�icts of attribute structures among classes X� and
X��

�step �� Consider when there are attribute set�equivalent assertions between X� and
X��
This step is the same as step � in Section ����

Step � builds a class hierarchy structure for classes X� and X��

�step �� Consider the di�erent kinds of class�correspondent assertions�

�step ���� If X� and X� are class containment�correspondence� Inherit operator is
used to build a class hierarchy relationship between them�

�step ���� If X� and X� are class overlap�correspondence� Generalize and Specialize

operators are used to build the common superclass and subclass of both classes� re�
spectively�

�step ���� Otherwise� X� and X� are class disjointness�correspondence� We use Gen�
eralize operator to build the common superclass of these two classes�

These two steps are repeated for all the speci�ed class�correspondent classes to build
the structure of class hierarchies in the global schema�
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��� Integration rules for attribute set � class�equivalent

When attribute set S� f a�� a�� ���� an g and class X are attribute set � class�equivalent�
we try to upgrade the attribute set S to get more information from X� However� the
purpose can be satis�ed only in some situations� When each set of values for S corre�
sponds to an object in X� the attribute set S can be Upgraded to a complex attribute
and linked to class X� Otherwise� the set of attributes in S have to be Aggregated� The
aggregated new class and class X are speci�ed to be class�equivalent�



��� The overall application of di�erent integration rules

When applying the di�erent integration rules to integrate component schemas� the
following order is followed�

� Integration rules for attribute set � class equivalent

� Integration rules for class�equivalent
� Integration rules for class�correspondent

� Integration rules for the classes without corresponding assertions
The classes in component schemas without corresponding assertions are put in the
global schema as virtual classes� The attributes and virtual objects in the virtual
classes are the same as those of the original classes� Besides� the relationships �class
hierarchies or composition hierarchies� of these classes with other classes remain
the same�

Now� we consider an example to describe the overall processing of schema integra�
tion� Figure �� shows the schemas of two databases� database� and database
� They
are databases in two di�erent schools� used to store the personal information�

First� the corresponding assertions among these two schemas are speci�ed� The
class�equivalent classes and their attribute�equivalent or attribute set�equivalent attri�
butes are speci�ed in the following tables�

class�equivalent �explicit� Person
DB� Person
DB�

division characteristic career career

attribute�equivalent ss� ss�no
name name

attribute set fblood�typeg fbloodg
�equivalent faddressg fcity� street� nog

class�equivalent �implicit� Car
DB� Car
DB�

attribute�equivalent license�no car�no

class�equivalent �explicit� Student
DB� Student
DB�

division characteristic degree department

attribute�equivalent s�no stu�no

class�equivalent�explicit� Employee
DB� Employee
DB�

division characteristic position

attribute�equivalent e�no e�no

Besides� Person�DB��car and Car�DB��owner are composition hierarchy�

equivalent� In addition� Student�DB��department and CS�Student�DB��
EE�Student�DB� are attribute � class set�equivalent� Employee�DB��posi�
tion and Faculty�DB�� Sta��DB� are attribute � class set�equivalent� too�

Then� according to the corresponding assertions speci�ed� the integration
rules are applied�

	 Apply integration rules for class�equivalent classes�



�� Integrate Person�DB� and Person�DB��
� Upgrade�Person�DB�� �blood�type�� blood�Blood�DB�	 �step 
�
	
� Aggregate�Person�DB�� �city� street� no�� address� Address�DB�	
�step 
�
	
� Invert�Car�DB�� Person�DB��car� owner	 �step �	
� Invert�Person�DB�� Car�DB��owner� car	 �step �	
� Re�ne�Person�DB�� school� �NCTU�	 �step 	
� Re�ne�Person�DB�� school� �NTHU�	 �step 	
� OUnion�Person�DB�� Person�DB�� Person	 �step �	


� Integrate Address�DB� and Address�DB��
� OUnion�Address�DB�� Address�DB�� Address	 �step �	

�� Integrate Car�DB� and Car�DB��
� OUnion�Car�DB�� Car�DB�� Person	 �step �	

� Integrate Student�DB� and Student�DB��
The division characteristic of Student�DB� is degree and the division
characteristic of Student
�DB� is department� We select department as the division characteristic

of Student in the global schema�
� Demolish�Student�DB�	 �step ��
	
� Build�Student�DB��CS�Student�DB�� �department��CS��	
�step ���	
� Build�Student�DB�� EE�Student�DB�� �department��EE��	
�step ���	
� OUnion�Student�DB�� Student�DB�� Student	 �step �	

�� Integrate Employee�DB� and Employee�DB��
The division characteristic of Employee�DB� is position�
� Build�Employee�DB�� Faculty�DB�� �position��faculty��	
�step ���	
� Build�Employee�DB�� Sta��DB�� �position��sta���	 �step ���	
� OUnion�Employee�DB�� Employee�DB�� Employee	 �step �	

�� Integrate CS�Student�DB� and CS�Student�DB��
� OUnion�CS�Student�DB�� CS�Student�DB��CS�Student	
�step �	

�� Integrate EE�Student�DB� and EE�Student�DB��
� OUnion�EE�Student�DB�� EE�Student�DB�� EE�Student	
�step �	

�� Integrate Faculty�DB� and Faculty�DB��
� OUnion�Faculty�DB�� Faculty�DB�� Faculty	 �step �	

�� Integrate Sta��DB� and Sta��DB��
� OUnion�Sta��DB�� Sta��DB�� Sta�	 �step �	

	 Put in those classes without corresponding assertions�
Blood�DB� and Course�DB� are put into the global schema�

The resultant global schema is shown in Figure ���



Figure 11: The integrated global schema
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� Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper� we present an object schema integration mechanism� We pro�
vide simple corresponding assertions for a DBA to specify the semantic corre�
spondences between component schemas� Then� a set of primitive integration
operators are de�ned to modify or integrate the component schemas� Finally�
the integration rules are formulated to guide the integration process� Our strat�
egy resolves con�icts of attribute structures or class hierarchies in component
schemas� provides schema transparency� keeps the data in component databases
retrievable without losing information� and allows queries to get more informa�
tion from the integrated schema� Mapping tables are produced in the process of
schema integration to store the mapping information between the global schema
and component schemas for global query processing� They are documented in a
separate paper ����

The composition hierarchy�equivalent is a noticeable structure con�ict among
component schemas� The integration rules for the general composition hierarchy
equivalence and other more complex con�icts among component schemas will
be studied in the future� In addition� methods in object schemas can also be
considered in the process of schema integration� Furthermore� some restrictions
can be involved in schema integration to provide a global schema which allows
update operations�
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